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Alongside the two coffee-table books Denim and Animal Print, Dresses is a tribute to the outlandish and beautiful world of

dresses

It’s All About Dresses, at least in the third volume of Suzanne Middlemass’ street style series. As a backstage and street style

photographer, Suzanne travels to the hottest fashion shows around the globe to document the craziest trends. In the process, she not

only photographs the designers’ fashions, but also casual outfits of stars, influencers or other visitors to the shows.

Now, finally, with her It’s All About series, the photographer has sorted her work by theme for every fashion enthusiast and published it

in a book series. Her testament to the flashy side of fashion shows is thus making its way into the living rooms of the world. The well-

known fashion photographer Suzanne Middlemass regularly publishes her street style and backstage photographs in fashion and lifestyle

magazines such as VOGUE, Elle, GQ and Grazia. Her work is also part of an international exhibition featuring the work of 50 female

street style photographers. Alongside the two coffee-table books Denim and Animal Print, Dresses is a tribute to the outlandish and

beautiful world of dresses. For all lovers of fashion and aesthetics, It’s All About Dresses serves as the perfect source of inspiration.

After graduating from the prestigious London College of Communication, UAL, Suzanne Middlemass was first hired by Condé Nast

in the late 2000s and has since had her street style and backstage photography published in numerous well-known fashion and lifestyle

magazines such as VOGUE, Elle, GQ and Grazia as well as renowned style supplements. She has collaborated with international fashion

brands such as Furla, Havaiana Shoes, Roxanne First and Thom Sweeney. Her work is also part of an international exhibition exclusively

featuring the work of 50 female street style photographers.
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